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Can you engage in profitable business with a
dictatorial regime which is embargoed by the
U.S. government, whose people have no money,
which government is a recognized state sponsor
of terrorism and is an avowed enemy of our
country, which is lawless, and if you go to court
against the government, you probably will be
shot or imprisoned?



NO

End of legal discussion





Cuba was discovered by
Christopher Columbus in 1492





Carga de el Machete



General Maximo Gomez
The General slept tranquil for the first time in three years and under a
roof. He was in the Narcisa Sugar Mill, owned by the Fowler brothers,
descendants of an English father, who were very Cubanized and who
had contributed generously to the cause of the independence.
Orestes Ferrara, Memorias (Antonio Montoto, 1975), p. 105.





CUBA BEFORE CASTRO



Cuba's capital, Havana, was a glittering and dynamic
city. In the early part of the century the country's
economy, fueled by the sale of sugar to the United
States, had grown dramatically. Cuba ranked fifth in
the hemisphere in per capita income, third in life
expectancy, second in per capita ownership of
automobiles and telephones, first in the number of
television sets per inhabitant. The literacy rate, 76%,
was the fourth highest in Latin America. Cuba ranked
11th in the world in the number of doctors per capita.
Many private clinics and hospitals provided services
for the poor. Cuba's income distribution compared
favorably with that of other Latin American societies.
A thriving middle class held the promise of prosperity
and social mobility.



Party in the Havana Yacht Club
Castro in the mountains



Havana Yacht Club





George Fowler and three friends at the Havana Yacht
Club bar









Havana visited by actors and
industrialists George Hamilton,

John Wayne, Nat King Cole, Frank
Sinatra, Dean Martin, Henry Ford,

Irene Dupont, The Kennedys



The Gabor Sisters







Fowler home



Dance Room – Fowler home



This house belonged to my great-granduncle, Alberto Fowler.  The Castro government
converted it into the Cohiba Cigar Factory.  The Cohiba brand was created especially for

Fidel Castro.



Stolen by Castro
October 1960
Narcisa Two





FIDEL CASTRO TAKES POWER
JANUARY 1, 1959





Camilo Cienfuegos



El Che











Armas para que?
All Cubans had to turn in their weapons



Bay of Pigs





A low altitude reconnaissance photograph taken October 23, 1962 reveals the build-up of Soviet
nuclear missiles in San Cristobal, Cuba.



Initial Identification of MRBM Missiles in Cuba
MRBM Launch Site 1
San Cristobal, Cuba



CASTRO’S FRIENDS



Kim Jong-un and Castro



Cuba claims ownership of missile parts found
on North Korean ship in Panama

Cuba has claimed ownership of the arms found on board a North
Korean ship that Panama impounded, saying the missile system parts

were to be repaired and returned.
The Telegraph



Castro and Nikita Khrushchev



Castro and Ahmadinejad



Castro and Ayatollah Ali Khamenei



"Iran and Cuba, in cooperation with
each other, can bring America to its
knees. The US regime is very weak,

and we are witnessing this weakness
from close up," Castro affirmed.



Saddam Hussein and Fidel Castro



Fidel, Hugo Chavez and Raul



Nicolas Maduro and Castro





Dictator Noriega and Fidel



Muammar Gaddafi and Castro



FIGHT AGAINST CASTRO



The Torch, Senator Bob Torricelli



Senator Joe Lieberman



Jorge Mas Canosa and
President Reagan “CANF”



CANF – Jeb Bush



President Clinton sends little Elian back to Fidel



Elián González: “If I Studied Religion, My God Would Be Fidel”









Berta Soler



Damas de Blanco / Ladies in White



Alejandra Garcia de la Riva and Dolia Leal Francisco



Coco Fariñas



Yoanni Sanchez, valiant blogger
http://www.14ymedio.com/blogs/generacion_y



Murdered by Castro







DESTROYING BROTHERS TO THE RESCUE PLANES
1959-2017

This crime happened on February 24, 1996







Cuba has the three types of espionage

HUMINT: Human intelligence, that is, spies
infiltrated in other countries

SIGINT: Electronic espionage. That is
listening to telephone conversations in USA,
interfering with computers in USA, etc

IMINT: Espionage using satellites to take videos
and pictures within the USA



BEJUCAL BASE

Bejucal is an electronic espionage base used by the
Cuban military intelligence to intercept and process
international communications passing via
communications satellites.

Other parts of the same system intercept messages
from the Internet, from undersea cables, from radio
transmissions, from secret equipment installed inside
embassies, or use orbiting satellites to monitor signals
anywhere on the earth's surface.



CUBA AND CHINA

In 1999, after extensive negotiations between
Raul Castro and the Minister of Defense of
China, Chi Haotian, as well as the General
Dong Liang Ju, they came to an agreement
between China and Cuba, where Chinese
military personnel would use the Bejucal base.



Training of Elite troops
OFFENSIVE TROOPS



BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

CAPACITY TO
DEVELOP
BILOGICAL WEAPONS





THE WEST NILE VIRUS

UNTIL SUMMER 1999, the West Nile HAD NEVER BEEN SEEN IN
THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE. The outbreak in the United States is
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT BIOLOGICAL EVENTS TO OCCUR
IN THE WORLD OF VIRUSES IN LAST CENTURY.

For one thing, until now the virus has generally not been fatal to
its avian hosts. It presents all the characteristics of what is known
as an operational bioterrorist attack-one that spread over large
geographical regions, causes a minimum number of deaths as
compared to an attack with smallpox or anthrax, but it causes
economic damage, as well as panic and psychological effects.



CUBAN SPIED IN THE UNITED STATES
1959-2017

La Red Avispa, were not 5, but 27.
5 of them ever mentioned in Cuba, pleaded guilty and met prison.

The 10 were arrested in September 1998. The rest escaped to Cuba

Four other spies pleaded guilty in May 1999, and are in a special plan for
change of identity.
There are about 18 more spies, some imprisoned, others being expelled
diplomats, and others who escaped to Cuba.

All this from 1988 to date.



CUBAN SPIES IN THE UNITED STATES
1959-2017

ANA BELEN MONTES
The most important spy captured in the last
50 years, is Ana Belen Montes. The Cuban
people have never been informed of this.
She was captured in September 2001, a few
days after the terrorist attack against the
United States.
Ana Belen Montes pleaded guilty, and was
sentenced to 25 years in prison.



OTHER TERRORIST ACTIVITIES

Cuba repeatedly sent his agents to US missions around the world and provided data and herrings to try to
confuse and divert counterterrorism investigations after September 11.

In 2002, Cuba continued giving shelter to terrorists as well as fugitives from US law. Cuba allows at least 20
Basque terrorist group Padrepatria miemfros the Basque and Freedom, live with impunity in Cuba.

It also gives shelter and training to members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-FARC. Just as
the Army-ELN group Liberacion Nacional of Colombia, which even has permanents representatives in Cuba

It gives shelter also members of the IRA-Irish Republican Army. A member of the IRA, specializing in special
weapons explosives and residing in Cuba for several years was channeled in Colombia in 2002. He was
arrested in Colombia with two other IRA members, who also reside in Cuba, to give training to the FARC in
the advanced use of explosives.

Around 17 USA citizens, prosecuted in USA for crimes, are residing in Cuba, which gives them support and
shelter.



CUBA WARS IN THE WORLD  1959-2017

1963: Sand War in Algeria, is the first intervention of the Cuban
armed forces in foreign territory.

1964-1965: During the Congo Crisis. In Congo Brazzaville, Cuban regular troops
infiltrated from Tanzania participating in combat operations in the Congo without
success.

1964-1965. Intervention in the Vietnam War, a brigade battalion Giron

1973-1974: During the Yom Kippur War, the Syrian Arab Republic requested military aid
to Cuba and Cuba sends a tank brigade involved in fighting.



CUBA WARS IN THE WORLD

1975 - 1991: regular Cuban forces enter Angola, in the mission called Operation
Carlota, to support the government of Dos Santos and participate in the Civil War in
Angola and South African Border War

1977 - 1988: During the Civil War in Ethiopia and the Ogaden War, Cuban troops
entered the Democratic Republic of Ethiopia to support the Ethiopian leader Mengistu
socialist movement and combat Somali Ogaden National Liberation.

1979 - 1990: The Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua, the Cuban government sent
military personnel took over the leadership of the security services and Nicaraguan
military intelligence.



MISSILE CRISIS IN CUBA

It was the time of the Cold War in which it wasa closer direct confrontation between the
USSR and the USA and nuclear disaster.

Finally, after secret negotiations, Khrushchev launched a proposal accepted by Kennedy:
the USSR would withdraw its missiles from Cuba in exchange for a US commitment not to
invade the island and the withdrawal of the US Jupiter missiles was deployed in Turkey.

However, only one of the agreements was not met: onsite inspection that all missiles were
returned to the Soviet Union. Castro opposed this check out and there was not taken this
important test

Were all the missiles out of Cuba?



CUBA AND NORTH KOREA

North Korea has sent missiles to Cuba, from 1998 to date.
Among others:

• Scud-B
• Hwasong-5
• Hwasong-6
• No-dong
• Taep'o-dong-1 Paeutudan-1
• NKSL-1/Taep'o-dong-1



CUBA AND NORTH KOREA

Cuba provides information obtained through Bejucal Base to
North Korea, also allows use of this base to North Korean staff.



CUBA AND RUSSIA

From 2011 had been a close relationship between Cuba and
Russia, the level it was from 1961 to 1990.

Russian spy ships, submarines, have entered and remained in
Cuban ports for several days

Recently, Putin visited Cuba and met with Raul Castro



CUBA AND RUSSIA
RECENT VISIT OF PUTIN TO CUBA







Fidel Castro blasts Obama's trip: Cuba doesn't need 'empire' for anything
By Patrick Oppmann, CNN
Updated 12:36 PM ET, Tue March 29, 2016

As Cubans debate the impact of President Barack Obama's historic trip to the island last week, one prominent figure is lambasting the visit: Fidel Castro.

In a full page column titled "Brother Obama," published in the Cuban communist-party newspaper Granma, the former Cuban president rejected
Obama's visit and words of reconciliation.

"We don't need the empire to give us anything," Castro wrote, referring to the United States, in his acidly critical and rambling column.



Who’s Next ?

1. Alejandro Castro Espin
“The Prince”

2. Miguel Mario Diaz-Canel
Bermudez



Who’s Next ?

3. General Carlos Fernandez
Gondin

4. Marino Murillo Jorge
“Man of the Money”



Who’s Next ?

5. Jose Daniel Ferrer
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